CLT/Tall-Wood Buildings

There are 11 proposals as part of the OGCV. The IAFC has taken a position against the proposed heights, areas, and number of stories on these mass-timber buildings. The package of proposals includes construction fire safety, secondary water supply, as well as creating the new Type IVA, IVB, and IVC construction classifications.

G75-18  **Vote to Disapprove** Specifies the allowable building heights for these mass timber structures

G80-18  **Vote to Disapprove** Specifies the number of stories for mass timber structures. Up to 18 stories in some cases

G84-18  **Vote to Disapprove** Specifies the allowable building area for Mass timber structures.

Other CLT/Mass Timber proposals are G108, G89, FS81, FS5, FS6, FS73, G28, F266. Approval of these will put safety items in the code. **If you are opposed to mass timber in all aspects, vote to disapprove these.**

Exterior Fires

FS96-18  **Vote to Overturn PCH action and Support as submitted**, this change establishes requirements on exterior walls and breaching of the attic space

FS99-18  **Vote to Support As-Submitted**, This change limits the scope of testing from NFPA 285 assemblies.

Fire Code Changes

F17-18  **Vote to Approve as Submitted**, Provides details on storage in corridors.

F18-18  **Vote to overturn PC action of Disapproval**, this proposal deal with off-specification batteries and storage at facilities

F22-18  **Vote to Support PC Action of Approval**, this language adds code language on 3D printing

F49-18  **Vote to Support as Modified by the Public Comment**, clarifies the definition and requirements for critical areas on radio coverage.
F67-18  **Vote to support PC Action of Approval as Modified by Public Comment**, Adds language in the IFC for maintenance and safeguards for dryer vent and dryer vent systems

F110-18  **Vote to Support as Modified**, this proposal changes the threshold for automatic sprinkler protection in parking garages.

F117-18  **Vote to Support as Submitted**, this proposal lowers the allowable height of an NFPA 13R Fire sprinkler system back to 4 stories in height, removing the podium allowance.

F126-18  **Vote to Support as Modified by Public Comment**, this proposal changes with standpipe installations exceptions.

F144-18  **Vote to Support as Submitted**, aligns the code with NFPA 72

F149-18  **Vote to Support as Modified** provides requirements for secondary power of fire alarm systems.

F152-18  **Vote to support as modified**, proposal seeks to clarify that all dwelling units within apartment buildings are not required to be pre-wired for visible notification appliances

F182-18  **Vote to Overturn the Disapproval**, this change provides requirements for valet trash services and requires a permit.

F185-18  **Vote to Support as modified by Public Comment**, the Fire alarm in Group R-1 occupancies.

F193-18  **Vote to support as modified by Public Comment**, this change provides requirements for portable generators.

F203-18  **Vote to Support as Modified**, this change aligns the IFC with the new NFPA standard for energy storage systems.

F245-18  **Vote for As Modified by Public Comment**, this proposal adds requirements for bounce house and other inflatables.

F263-18  **Vote to Support as Modified**, Owners responsibility for fire protection during construction projects.

F264-18  **Vote to Support as Submitted**, this change will tighten up requirements for construction fire safety.
F276-18  **Vote to Support as Submitted**, Changes requirements for distilleries

F300-18  **Vote to support as Modified**, Changes the fire code for consumer fireworks to be in accordance with the 2006 edition of NFPA 1124.